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1 Intro to eSecure – Enterprise Service Bus 

eSecure is a cloud based Integration Platform as a Service (iPaaS) solution and data gateway, enabling 

the secure integration of any combination of on premise and cloud-based systems, services, 

applications and data within individual or across multiple organisations. It offers customers a unique UK 

Government Security Accredited, cloud-based platform that simplifies integration across multiple data 

centres and reduces operating costs whilst maintaining data integrity and security. 

Highlights 

The Sentinel eSecure Offering includes the following: 

 Enables connectivity between cloud based solutions and those hosted in secure Government 
networks enabling secure transfer of data across security boundaries and non-secure 
environments  

 Simplify the integration of traditional point to point systems points 

 PSN Accredited Services 

 Reduce operating costs  

 Built around enterprise-class middleware 

 Operated with high levels of redundancy and back-up 

 Fully GPG 13 Compliant (DETER) Service  
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2 Service Definition 

2.1 Functionality & Features 

eSecure is available as two different variants: 

1) eSecure – this is the enterprise version of eSecure and provides all of the capabilities of the 
platform including interface and API customisation, document format transformation, multiple 
destination routing, and custom content inspection. This solution is aimed at customers who 
have highly complex integration requirements, often involving the connection of multiple 
systems across a number of locations. 

2) eSecure Lite – this is a simple transaction gateway enabling the transport of data between 
systems hosted in two different locations including step-up and step down between cloud based 
applications and those in secure Government networks. This solution is aimed at customers 
who have a requirement for a simple data gateway, albeit with the appropriate security 
accreditation and the provision of a layer 7 content inspector and XML firewall. 

 

The features of eSecure are described in more detail below. 
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Feature Description 

Business Process Integration, 

Management and Modelling 

eSecure is a state-of-the-art SOA-based solution that acts as 

the central process control unit for transferring data with any 

partner and system. It supports the entire process cycle using 

powerful and effective tools to assist in deployment and 

operations from the process modelling stage through 

implementation and all the way to execution and monitoring. 

ERP and Back Office System 

Integration 

eSecure offers a wide range of pre-built ERP and system 

adapters to allow back-end systems and integration bus 

systems to be connected. For example, ERP adapters are 

provided for Oracle, SAP and all other well-known ERP 

providers, as well as for IBM WebSphere, ORACLE solutions 

or Microsoft applications and databases with JDBC support. 

Comprehensive Connectivity 

eSecure supports the following input and output channels for 

traditional B2B/EDI transport protocols; X400, HTTP, 

HTTP/S, AS1, AS2, AS3, SOAP, SWA, MTOM, WAP, ebMS, 

FTP, FTP/S, SFTP, SAP RFC, SAP tRFC, MAPI, VIM, 

IMAP/SMTP/POP3, X.25/Frame Relay, X.29, S/MIME, RNIF, 

JMS, OFTP, OFTP 2, VAN’s. 

Any Document Type 

eSecure supports every major format of structured data – 

including all XML dialects (e.g. GS1 XML, GUSI, RosettaNet, 

CIDX, PapiNet, SEPA and SAP IDOC-XML) – and every 

standardized electronic document format and its derivatives: 

ANSI X.12 (including VICS and UCS), TRADACOMS and 

EDIFACT (including all derivatives such as EANCOM, 

ODETTE and VDA). Non-standardized formats such as 

INHOUSE and CSV are also fully supported, and the BIS 

platform can also handle unstructured data formats like PDF 

and various Office formats. 

Content Inspection 

eSecure employs its own proprietary layer 7 content 

inspection and an XML firewall that is used to inspect content 

for threats in the data being transferred. 

Public Sector Connectivity 

eSecure provides security accredited connectivity for data 

transfer to, from and between the following UK Government 

networks: PSN, CJX, PNN and N3. 

 

SCC’s Sentinel platform is housed within its Tier 3+ UK data centres delivering resiliency at all levels of 

the infrastructure, providing a stable, reliable infrastructure platform.  

This service is deployed in a highly available, no single point of failure configuration. The service also 

makes use of SCC’s secondary Data Centre as a cold standby facility in the event of a disaster recovery 

scenario. 

Infrastructures Option Availability SLA 

Dual Site 99.95% 
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2.2 Service Backup/Restore 

Our disaster recovery measures ensure that data is log shipped from the production database to the 

secondary database at regular intervals (hourly). The data is shipped to the DR site through a private 

link between the data centre and the backup data centre and files synchronised on a nightly basis. This 

means that as the data from the live environment is backed up regularly there can be no loss of record 

of it and that back up restoration can be made. The DR plan is subject to regular and rigorous test. 

The data is stored across two Tier 3+ state of the art data centres. Upon declaration of a disaster the 

following steps will take place –  

 Stop transaction processing by re-directing transactions to recovery holding area and 
disabling incoming transactions from Procserve maintained environments whilst recovery is 
taking place 

 Roll back Applications in secondary data to production release (if = production +R1) 

 Point Applications at Production Copy Database 

 Update DNS for production URLs to point to Applications in the secondary data centre 

The key activities in the restoration process are: 

 Moving DNS entries back to the production system 

 Move DR databases back to production 

 Test applications 

2.3 Service Management 

The service incorporates a number of Service Management items as part of the package. These 

include but are not limited to escalations, change management, new service requirements, road 

mapping and future proofing, and risk and issue management. When this service is taken with any 

other SCC Sentinel services then the service management is combined to provide a seamless and 

consistent service to the customer. 

SCC is able to provide optional Service Management items as requested by the customer. These 

management items could include service reports, service reviews – either on the phone or face-to-face, 

customer CAB participation, continual service improvement program, account communication beyond 

that of the account manager, and committed Service Delivery Manager days for other customer 

requirements. All these optional processes, activities and tasks would be provided at an additional cost. 
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3 Differentiators 

SCC was the first pan-Government accredited provider of a G-Cloud platform. We have experience 

and capability across all cloud types (private, hybrid, community and public), combined with 

Information Assurance services that will help support PSN compliance. Potential customers can be 

assured that our maturity in providing Cloud based services differentiates SCC from a number of other 

SaaS cloud providers within the Digital Marketplace. Some differentiators include: 

 Accredited – the entire platform inclusive of hardware, software and network is PSN 

accredited for a multi-tenanted environment and we are an accredited PSN Service Provider 

(PSNSP). This means that the environment: 

− Offers a re-usable accreditation ensuring that a customer’s own internal security 

approvals process is significantly reduced 

− Greatly reduces risk 

− Ensures full compliance and assurance of the service according to the code of 

connections mandated by the PSN Authority for PSNSPs 

 Quality – Quality and continuous improvement are integral to our business strategy and we 

continually improve our processes, systems, procedures and people. Our services are 

underpinned by certification for process and procedures (ISO 9001), environment (ISO 

14001), security (ISO 27001), ITIL (ISO 20000), and health and safety (OHSAS 18001) 

 Managed – the tenancy can be fully managed, reducing the burden on your organisations 

own internal IT staff meaning that the uptime availability provision is leveraged to ensure any 

failures are handled appropriately and in accordance with agreed procedures. This leaves a 

customer’s own IT teams to concentrate on their core services and not worry about the 

underpinning infrastructure 

 UK Sovereignty – UK Data Centres and therefore not subject to Off Shoring or Near Shoring 

restrictions 

 Network Operation Centre (NOC) – Allows us to provide, configure, manage and maintain a 

new environment or provide cost effective enhancements for an existing solution 

 Security Operation Centre (SOC) – Where we monitor, assess and protect customers’ 

enterprise information systems 

 Owned Infrastructure – Infrastructure fully owned and managed by SCC utilising internal 

Security Cleared resources, meaning that as Prime Contractor we are accountable for the 

contract and not reliant on 3rd parties 

 Network Connectivity – Ability to connect to the Sentinel platform via the Internet and the 

PSN Government Networks 

 24x7 Support – SCC employed UK based, Security Cleared, Cloud engineers available 24x7 

 ITIL Aligned Service – SCC’s Service Management tools and service are fully aligned to ITIL 

and are certified to ISO 20000 – including Incident, Change, and Problem Management 

 Financial stability – A privately owned multi-billion pound organisation, SCC has many years 

of financial stability and investment capabilities that will ensure continuity of service 

throughout the life of the engagement with your organisation 
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 Greening Government experience and credentials – SCC is leading the way in responding 

to the Governments Greening ICT strategy and sustainable procurement agenda, by adopting 

CAESER (Corporate Assessment of Economic, Social and Environmental Responsibility), an 

online toolkit which helps companies to demonstrate a commitment to society and the 

environment 
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4 Commercials 

4.1 eSecure Pricing 

The following table provides the pricing for the eSecure service offerings (per month): 

Service Price Per Month 

eSecure Lite 

£1,500 for first instance 

£1,250 per subsequent instance 

(There is no set-up fee for eSecure Lite) 

eSecure POA 
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5 Information Assurance 

Sentinel has achieved PSN Accreditation for systems at OFFICIAL. The service has also been 

implemented with the following security features: 

 Suitable for OFFICIAL assets under the GSC (Government Security Classifications) Policy 

 PGA accredited Inter-Domain Gateway – designed to facilitate assured connectivity between 
higher security domains and lower security domains or for organisations that wish to move 
more sensitive data assets at OFFICIAL (including the OFFICIAL Sensitive caveat) 

 SCC also holds an ISO27001 certification which underpins our business operations and 
Cloud Platform 

 All data centres are highly resilient Tier3+ and UK based 

 SCC is a registered sponsor with the Defence Business Services National Security Vetting 
(DBS NSV) which enables us to sponsor and administer the applications of Security Check 
(SC) and also Developed Vetting (DV) with the appropriate sponsorship from a customer 

 As a minimum, all staff are cleared to Baseline Personnel Security Standard (BPSS) 

 In excess of 800 staff are Security Cleared and based in the UK 

 Protective Monitoring (aligned with GPG13 - DETER) across all Sentinel platforms at the 
hypervisor layer and below 
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6 Service Levels 

The Services shall be provided by SCC in accordance with the following Service Levels: 

 eSecure 

Service Availability (Dual 

Site) SLA 
99.95% 

Service Availability 24 Hours 

Incident and Problem 

Management Levels 
1 - 4 

The following table provides a maximum time before a response to an incident is provided by Incident 

management: 

Priority-(Severity) Target Response Support Hours 

1 - (Critical) 30 mins 24/7 

2 - (High) 60 mins 8am – 6pm 

3 – (Medium) 4 Hours 8am – 6pm 

4 - (Low) 72 Hours 8am – 6pm 

 

Priority (Severity) Description 

1 - (Critical) An incident which involves service not available or a serious mal-

function of the service with impact on Sentinel’s direct delivery to 

single or multiple customers 

 Total loss of service to all users and no work-around 
available 

 Loss of functionality resulting in Sentinel Customer 
users/workgroups being unable to continue with normal 
business processing 

 Unavailability of one or more supported services 

 Sentinel down 

2 - (High) An incident which involves service not available with impact on 

Sentinel’s single or multiple customers or a serious mal-function of 

the service with potential impact on Sentinel’s direct delivery to 

customers 

Partial loss of service and work-around available 

 Loss of functionality which severely impedes all or some 
Sentinel services 

 Customers’ users/workgroups being able to continue with 
normal business processing 

 Partial loss of availability of one or more supported service 
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Priority (Severity) Description 

3 – (Medium) An incident that involves degradation or risk to quality of service with 

impact on one or more Sentinel customers 

 Issue not impeding Sentinel customers’  users/workgroups 
from being able to continue with normal business 
processing 

 Potential to cause more serious issue if not investigated and 
addressed 

4 - (Low) An incident for which the final resolution is outside the control of 

Sentinel and Sentinel has used all reasonable endeavours to 

mitigate the impact of the incident to the Customer.  Sentinel shall 

advise the Customer of the likely resolution date and shall notify 

progress against this date. 

General Service related questions and requests for information. 
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7 Additional Information 

7.1 Service On-Boarding 

In all cases initial discovery is required to determine the platform and resources that must be allocated 

from the environment to the gateway in order to define the setup activities and any charges 

associated with such.  

 Target & Source Resources  

 Data types 

 Security Zone Resources (Network) 

 Setup activities and resources 

7.2 Service Constraints 

The service shall be allocated a maintenance window between the hours of 23:00 and 06:00 and the 

window shall be allocated during service initiation.  

The service shall be Change Managed in accordance with SCC change schedules. Change boards 

will sit weekly and changes shall be carried out during the subsequent change window.  

Configuration changes that cause a reboot/downtime but are deemed urgent shall not impact 

Availability metrics, SLAs and the associated charging mechanism. 

SCC will not provide any application or middleware level support as part of the service offerings 

described within this agreement.  

Exclusions 

SCC will provide support for all aspects of the solution as defined within scope of the service. The 

Service Levels Agreements (SLAs) will measure SCC’s success in the delivery of those services.  

Where external factors influence SCC’s ability to deliver against the contractual defined Service then 

SCC will not be liable for failure to meet the associated SLAs. These include but are not limited to the 

following circumstances: 

 3rd Parties, not engaged by SCC, fail to deliver services in accordance with their contractual 

commitments 

 3rd Parties use of the Sentinel environment outside recommended best practice 

 Where customer requested configuration changes cause application downtime 

 Application Configuration causes service instability 

Any materials and labour provided in these circumstances will be subject to agreement of the parties 

in writing and;  

 Provided on a reasonable endeavours basis (i.e. outside of the Service Levels) unless agreed 

otherwise by SCC in writing, and 

 Charged as additional Ad-hoc Charges. 
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7.3 Termination  

7.3.1 By Consumers (i.e. consumption) 

A G-Cloud service shall commence on the Effective Date and shall, unless specified otherwise in the 

Order Form, continue for the Initial Term and shall remain in force thereafter unless and until 

terminated by either Party giving to the other not less than 30 days written notice, but shall be subject 

to earlier termination as referenced within the Termination/Consequence of Termination section of the 

standard SCC G-Cloud terms and conditions. 

7.3.2 By the Supplier (removal of the G-Cloud Service) 

A G-Cloud service shall commence on the Effective Date and shall, unless specified otherwise in the 

Order Form, continue for the Initial Term and shall remain in force thereafter unless and until 

terminated by either Party giving to the other not less than 30 days written notice, but shall be subject 

to earlier termination as referenced within the Termination/Consequence of Termination section of the 

standard SCC G-Cloud terms and conditions. 

7.4 Ordering and Invoicing Process 

SCC will provide ordering of G-Cloud services via an Account or Customer Service Manager.   

A list of G-Cloud services can be compiled with quotations for those specific services. Once the 

Customer is satisfied that the requirement is met, it can then be converted into an order.  

Once the services are enabled and confirmation of the ordered G-Cloud services is delivered to the 

Customer a monthly invoice in arrears will be generated against the order. 

Should the Customer’s usage of the Service increase or decrease from the contracted volumes during 

any period then this will be reflected in the next monthly invoice. 

7.5 Financial Recompense Model 

Service Credits 

1.1. Subject to Clause 1.3 below, in the event that SCC fails to meet the SLA Target for the applicable 

Service Level”, then the Service Credit mechanism in Clause 1.2 shall apply. 

1.2. SCC shall provide a rebate of 1% of the Monthly Charge for this Service, which is applicable over 

the Report Period for every 1% below the SLA Target to a maximum of 10 % rebate. The applicable 

Service Credit shall be deducted off the next invoice due to the Customer. 

1.3. Payment by SCC of Service Credits to the Customer shall be in full and final settlement of SCCs 

liability to the Customer for failure to meet the Service Levels during the Report Period.  

1.4. Service Levels will only be calculated against Service Availability and not against Application 

availability. Service penalties against the loss of Service availability will not include other machines or 

applications impacted by that loss. 

1.5. Service Credits will not be applied where it is determined that SCC is not responsible for the 

cause of the breach in Availability performance.  
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7.6 Customer Responsibilities 

The customer responsibilities will be as follows: 

 To request all system restores via the service change process or via the service desk 

 To provide a Data Governance policy for the backup, restore and data retention of the 

Customer data incorporating policies for possible media handling, where required 

 Procurement, maintenance and management of any Customer data communications lines not 

identified in the Technical Specification. This shall need to be properly defined and provided 

according to the appropriate code of connection 

 Provision, maintenance and management, as the case may be, of any Customers software, 

operating systems, applications and data 

 Administration, management and control of Users access to the data stored on the 

Collaboration as a Service, Sentinel Infrastructure 

 Should SCC determine that the Customer’s usage of Collaboration as a Service is not 

compliant with best practice guidelines, the Customer must comply with SCC's reasonable 

requests for change 

7.7 Training 

There is no training required with the eSecure Service. 

7.8 Trial Service  

SCC is happy to invite trial periods for this service.  
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For more information contact 

Kelvin Ayre 

gcloud@scc.com  

0121 766 7000 

mailto:gcloud@scc.com

